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OF' MARRANOS AND MEMORY:
YOSEF HAYIM YERUSHALMI
AND THE WRITING OF IEWISH
HISTORY

DavidN. Myers

Suweying the scholarly oeuvre of Yosef Yerushalmi, one is

struck by a command of Jewish history reminiscent of his great teacher Salo
Baron-a command that allows him to visit many past eras with the intimate fa-
miliarity of a specialist. Yerushalmi's broad knowledge of European history-
Iberian, Italian, French, German, and Russian among others-affords him a

rich understanding of the various contexts in which European )ews have lived
and created. This catholicity of knowledge is matched by an unerring instinct to
identi$, historical links not always visible to the eye. Indeed, those who have
studied with him will not easily forget Professor Yerushalmi's frequent invocation
of the historian's olfactory sense; it is incumbent upon a good scholar, he insists,

to sniff out connections hidden beneath the surface or between the lines of his-
torical documents. Yerushalmi's own labors as historical detective, ranging from
the account of Isaac Cardoso's transformation in From Spanish Court to Italian
Ghetto to the probing of Sigmund Freud's Jewishness inFreud's Moses, have pro-
duced exemplary achievements in European and European-Jewish history.

While few historians can lay claim to such a level of scholarly distinction,
even fewer can lay claim to the skills of a novelist or the lyricism of a poet. And
yet many of Yosef Yerushalmi's essays and monographs are works of fine litera-
ture, sculpted with precision and beauty, and capable of eliciting deep passion
from the reader. Within the annals of hryentieth-century Jewish historiography,
Yerushalmi's graceful descriptive powers recall the eloquence of the Englishmen
Israel Abrahams and Cecil Roth. At the same time, his powers of analysis and
command of sources do not fall below the standards of hvo predecessors whom
he held in the highest esteem-his fellow traveler in Iberian Jewish history
Yitzhak Baer, and the great scholar of mysticism, Gershom Scholem.

Yerushalmi's talents converge most seamlessly in his bookZakhor, which de-

seryes recognition as one of the most important works of ]ewish history and
thought in the post-Holocaust age. Initially published in r98z, this small volume
of four lectures explores with erudition and elegance the relationship between
historical knowledge and Jewish collective memory from antiquity to the mod-
ern age. Its widespread success-frequent and enthusiastic praise from a wide
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range of critics, reissuance in paperback form, and translation into six lan-

grr!.r-.rnrot merely be attributld to its appearance at the "proverbial 'right

[*J,"' as Professor Yeiushalmi modestll claims.r It is indeed true that Zakhor

was written in the same period as works such as Pierre Nora's collaborative proi-

ecl, Les lieux de m6moire, that sought to clarifi the relationship between history

,.rd *.-ory. However, Zakhor echoed with such clarity and poignant force that

it initiated an important and ongoing debate among students of histo,riography,

scholars of lewish history, and a wide array of intellectuals. Like earlier works,

zakhor offeied no bold programmatic declarations nor prescriptions for a fixed

methodological regimen^. But the absence of ideological or methodological dog-

matism, no1 to mention polemical rancor, did not preclude a deep\ engaged

and engaging historical stldy.z on the contrary, Yerushalmi succeeded in raising

, qrr.rtioi oigreat contemporary relevance: can fewish identity survive the mod-

.r., ,..u1' a!e, the historicist age, with its impulse to dissect and atomize the

nast?

Altl-rough distinctive in many respects, Zakhor is part_of a larger.body of work

*hor. rll^in thematic concerns are ihe problematics and permutations of f ewish

identity created by modernity's rupturei. The prototypical modernJewish iden-

tity for'Yerushrl-i i, that of tire Marranos, to whom he devoted his first scholarly

,rro.rogrrph. Marranos, Yerushalmi once asserted to an interviewer, "were per-

hrp, tt. ^first 
jews to live in two radically different universes' with all the internal

terisions and conflicts that resulted from this."3 It is not a dissimilar quality that

intrigues him in hvo of his modern fewish heroes, Kafka and Freud, the latter of

*hoitr *^, the subiect of his latest trnglish book. Nor does the Marranos"'dual-

i!v," as Yerushalmi put it, seem far rem rved from the modern Jewish historian's

piedicament in ng the

ihroughout his tion to

landscape of m ts us fr

mensional picture of l-ris work. 'tr'he ch of the

co-prehend Yerushalmi's historiographical'labors, taking note of the common

features while also recognizing impoitant shifts in geographic and conceptual

focus.

Entering the S P anish Court

Professor Yerushalmi recalls that he first encountered Marranos at the ripe age of

ten. It was then that he received a gift from his parents, a children's biography in

Yiddish of the great Spanish scholar and community leader, Don Isaac Abra-

vanel.5 That he"would receive such a gift sheds light on some of the unique qual-

ities of the )ewish milieu in which Yerushalmi was raised. His home in NewYork

was presided over by immigrant parents, each of whom spoke to their son in a dif-

ferent f ewish language-Ylddish and Hebrew. They sought to nurture a lively in-

terest in fewish iirt-y and culture to complement the yeshiva education their
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es.
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Italy. At the outset, Yerushalmi was drawn to the Cardoso name because of Isaac's

broih.r. Abraham, who was a major theologian of the Sabbatian movement. His

curiosity was piqued further when he came across a coPy of Isaac Cardoso's

apologetic treatise on behalf of the )ews, Las excelencias de los hebreos, written

,it., dr.doro's removal to ltaly. The iuxtaposition of the two Cardoso brothers-
one a Marrano turned Sabbatian, the other a Marrano returnee to )udaism-ex-

and literary history, behveen Jewish and Christian sources, or between lberian

fewish and Sephardic diaspora experiences.rr The eclectic mix of social, cultural,

and intellectual history inFrom Spanish Court yields fascinating excursuses on a

wide range of subjects, ranging from New Christian life in the Portuguese

province Lf B.ir" Alta to the shared messianic fervor of Sabbatianism and Sebas-

ii".ris-. Moreover, it yields a rich and complex historical picture, noteworthy for

its resistance to essenti

Not only is Yerush ; he

brings to his subiect p dit-

tinctive features of his ago-
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identified in the new Spanish emphasis on blood a potential source for more
modern racialist claims to the "essential immutability" of the fewish condition.z0

Yerushalmi analyzed a related theme in a lecture to the Israel Academy of Sci-
ences delivered in ry77 but published in 1983. Here his subject was that notori-
ous son of Porfuguese Marranos and bCte noire of Amsterdam Jewry Baruch
Spinoza.zl In this engrossing essay, as yet available only in Hebrew, Yerushalmi
sought to explain Spinoza's idiosyncratic understanding of Jewish history and
particularly of the survival of the Jews through recourse to his Marrano her-
itage.zz He did so with a characteristically varied amalgam of approaches, com-
bining his knowledge of Marrano history with careful scrutiny of Spinoza's li-
brary holdings on Spanish subiects and a close reading of theTheologico-Political
Treatise. on the basis of this mix, Yerushalmi offered a nuanced reconstruction
of Spinoza's argument that it was adherence to a lapsed set of legal norms that ex-
plained the historic segregation of ]ews. This segregation led, in turn, to Gentile
hatred, which itself provided a new and important rationale for |ewish identity.
For Yerushalmi, Spinoza's assertion of a close link between Gentile hatred and
fewish identity represented a genuinely innovative insight-indeed, a prescient
understanding of the negative criterion that undergirds Jewish identity in the
modern age.zl

In addition to their shared concern for anti-Jewish expression in its incipient
modern form, the Spinoza and Leo Baeck lectures exhibited Yosef Yerushalmi's
skill in considering old historical sources or issues from novel perspectives. This
quality is already present in From Spanish Court, where Yerushalmi builds on
the work of previous historians to open new gateways of understanding into the
Marrano personality. And it is present in his second scholarly monograph deal-
ing with Iberian fewish history, The Lisbon Massacre of ryo6 and the Royal lmage
in Shebet Yehudah (Cincinnati, 1976). At the heart of this study is Yerushalmi's
analysis of a contemporaneous German account describing the mob violence
against Portuguese New Christians in April 15o6 that culminated in more than
one thousand deaths. His close reading of this and other sources provides the
most in-depth treatment of the Lisbon massacre produced to date. Typically,
though, Yerushalmi's interests are not confined to the unfortunate events in Lis-
bon. He is fascinated by a recurrent pattern according to which Jews, or New

allegiance survived not only the mob violence but the dilatory attitude of King
Manuel toward the outbreaks.2a

Yerushalmi's efforts to make sense of this phenomenon bear the traces of his

D. N. Myers: Of Marranos andMemory oa 7
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encountered widespread social opposition that eventually took the form ofproto-
racial discrimination (through purity of blood statutes). In fact, Yerushalmi clari-
fies, Portuguese New Cl'rristians gained access to the highest strata of Portuguese

society for nearly a half-century after their conversion. Moreover, it was in Spain,

not Portugal, that blood standards were first introduced to segregate New from
OId Christiar-rs.

Yerushalmi speculates that Spinoza may have been influenced in his histori-

cal thesis by a Portuguese Jesuit, Antonio Vieira, whose mission was to eradicate

discrimination against conl)ersol so as to realize the larger goal of eradicating fu-
daism.rz Proceeding on this assumption, Yerushalmi wondered whether Spinoza

might have derived his views on Jewish survival from Vieira's claim that it was

discrimination that invigorated the Jewish identity of New Christians. Without
conclusively proving the Vieira connection, Yerushalmi was certain that Spinoza

deliberately manipulated the history of Iberian New Christians in order to ad-

vance his central point. The articulation of that point-that it was antisemitism,
not Divine Providence, that sustained )ewish identity-heralded a momentous
shift in fewish consciousness. Indeed, this idea constituted, according to

Yerushalmi, "an important station on the path to the secularization of Jewish his-

tory, as well as to the historicization of Judaism."r3

Between History and Memory

One of the main threads running through Yerushalmi's historical work is his stub-

born resistance to unbending scl'rolarly conventions and methods; in fact, this re-

sistance to methodological orthodoxy is as dogmatic as Yerushalmi ever becomes.

It is also noteworthy that, in striking out on his own path, Yerushalmi rarely di-
rects a harsh word at his predecessor. Rather, Yerushalmi prefers to recognize

with appreciation the work of such diverse nineteenth- and twentieth-century fig-

ures as Aiexandre Herculano, Meyer Kayserling, Henry Charles Lea, Carl Geb-
hardt, Cecil Roth, Am6rico Castro, Albert Sicroff, I. S. R6vah, and of course

Yi.tzhak Baer. His own research, meanwhile, has served as a model for new work

in Sephardic history or thought, including that undertaken by the noted Israeli

scholars Yosef Kaplan and Yirmiyahu Yovel, as well as that of his students Eli-
sheva Carlebach, Benjamin Gampel, and Aron Rodrigue.

And yet, just as Yerushalmi has resisted conventional assumPtions in his schol-

arly studies, so too his restless intellect defies facile depiction. In the midst of his

explorations of the plight of the Marrano, Yerushalmi was planting the seeds for a

major sl-rift in scholarly focus-from the Iberian Peninsula and Sephardic dias-

pora to the dispersed precincts of lewish collective memory. The first hints of tl-ris

new direction appear in Haggadah and History, published a year before The Lis-

bon Massacre, in rg75.)a This book contains facsimile plates of nearly two hun-
dred printed Passover Haggadahs from the late fifteenth century to the late hven-

tieth. The panoramic sweep of texts presented here, ranging from the Soncino
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Haggadah of 1486 to the Moscow Communist Haggadah of ry27, reveals the re-
markable interplay between liturgical norms, on the one hand, and stylistic and
ideological innovations, on the other. In his introduction, Yerushalmi surveys
with a keen eye for artistic detail the many versions and languages in which the
Passover Haggadah has appeared; notwithstanding the diversity refected in these
versions, it is in the Haggadah that "the memory of the nation is annually revived
and replenished, and the collective hope sustained." Moreover, Yerushalmi de-
scribes the Haggadah as the literary foundation for "the great historical festival of
the Jewish people.";r

Yerushalmi's explicit interest in the transmission of Jewish memory is in-
formed by the intuitive appreciation that collective memory is neither an undif-
ferentiated monolith nor the product of an ahistorical vacuum. The broad sam-
ple of printed material inHaggadah and History suggests that collective memory
assumes literary form within specific and distinct contexts. The sample also re-
veals that stylistic and substantive diversity in Haggadot becomes rnore pro-
nounced with the passage of time. Indeed, the modern (e.g., the Communist,
kibbutz, or Holocaust-era) texts offer more radical deviations than do early mod-
ern texts, suggesting that the forces of secularization were at work reshaping,
even undermining, traditional forms of memory.

Yerushalmi continues his inquiry into the history of Jewish collective meinory
in "Clio and the Jews: Reflections on Jewish Historiography in the Sixteenth
Century."lo This rg8o essay constituted, by Yerushalmi's own admission, an irn-
portant stage in the crystallization of Zakhor. And indeed, it anticipates many of
the important themes of the later book. In the first instance, it reflects Yerush-
almi's desire to overcome the "reticence on the part of /udaic scholars to exam-
ine and articulate the latent assumptions of the enterprise in which they are en-
gaged." Yerushalmi's desire for a new introspection emerges out of the "ongoing
crisis of the historicist view of the world."l7 FIe does not fully pursue the contem-
porary Jewish incarnation of this crisis in "Clio and the Jews," preferring to leave
that task for Zakhor. Rather, "Clio and the Jews" is an examination of Jewish his-
torical thinking and writing between antiquity and the modern age-that is, in
the long Jewish Middle Ages running from the destruction of the Second Tem-
ple to the late eighteenth century.

Curiously, Yerushalmi's remarks concerning the term historiography are more
explicit and edifying here than in Zakhor. His efforts at terminological clarity
prompt him to mediate between hryo extreme positions: on the one hand, that
there was no Jewish historiography until modern times; and on the other, that
"any text that has an historical dimension, or that exhibits any interest whatever
in history," is historiographical.r8 Between those poles lies a limited corpus of
medieval Jewish works that move beyond general ideas about )ewish history to "a
recital of concrete events that possess a temporal specificity."re Among them are
Ihe Iggeret Rab Sherira, Ihe Sefer Yosippon, the Hebrew Crusades Chronicles,
and the shalshelet ha-kabbalah (chain of tradition) literature. Yerushalmi tends
to see these works as largely unrelated to one another and as atypical of medieval

L-
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fewish writing in general. It was not "out of lack of talent, nor even for lack of
knowledge" that medieval |ews neglected to write history "but primarily because

they felt no need to do so."aO Indeed, the medievalist concern was not the ran-

dom event but the enduring moment, the religious "longue dur6e." According to

Yerushalmi, rituals and liturgy proved to be far more suitable agents of preserva-

tion than historiography.
An apparent break in this tradition was the proliferation of )ewish historiogra-

phy that occurred in the sixteenth century. Yerushalmi identifies this body of lif
irature "as one among a gamut of fewish resPonses to the trauma of the expul-

sion from Spain." Although some scholars have challenged the catalyzing effect

of the Expulsion on this historiographical activity, that issue need not detain us

here.ar It is rather the novel properties of this literature-the new attention to

postbiblical |ewish history and to non-Jewish history-that merit scrutiny.

Yerushalmi's teacher, Baron, suggested in r9z8 that it was in the sixteenth century

that the "foundations for a major evolution of Jewish historic criticism" were

laid.a2 Within the general field of European historiography, scholars have'de-

bated for decades whether a new historicist spirit was born in the Renaissance.4l

Yerushalmi is cognizant of these currents but sets out on his own course. His

close analysis of the works of Solomon ibn Verga, Yosef Ha-Kohen, Samuel

Usque, and others reveals not only new elements, but also "conceptions and

modes of thought that had been deeply rooted among Jews for many ages'"4

Perhaps the most intriguing among this generation of scholars was the Italian

Azariah de'Rossi, whose evaluation of aggadic sources marked, forYerushalmi, a

genuine advance in critical historical method. But, Yerushalmi avers, "(t)here

were no heirs to his method."as De Rossi's major work, Me'or'enayim, with its in-

novative reading of traditional legends, met a hostile reception among many ltal-
ian Jews, reflecting the considerable gap in historical understanding between au-

thor and audience. Yerushalmi concludes from this experience that neither

Azariah de' Rossi nor his contemporaries can be seen as the progenitors of mod-

ern Jewish historiography. To the extent that they bore protohistoricist impulses,

they did so in a relative vacuum. Thus, at the end of "Clio and the Jews,"

Yerushalmi suggests that the true progenitors of modern fewish historiography

were not Jews at all but rather the founding figures of modern German historiog-

iaphy, such as Niebuhr and Ranke, who introduced a new ethos of critical dis-

passion and distance into nineteenth-century scholarship.a6

The assertion that a vast sea separates medieval from modern |ewish histori-

cal writing receives even more powerful expression inZakhor. The skeletal out-

line for this book was traced in ry77 when Yerushalmi gave the lecture that

eventually became "Clio and the )ews." In the spring of r98o, Yerushalmi was

invited to the University of Washington to deliver the annual Stroum Lectures.

These four lectures in Seattle fleshed out the argument of "Clio and the Jews"

while adding a soulful note to the analysis. Indeed, inZakhor,Yerushalmi seems

discomfited by the idea that modern Jewish historiography is not only different

in kind from earlier modes of historical writing but that it is severed from the
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scholars in their efforts to clarify the past.66 Writing on the eve of the Nazi terror,
Strauss is an oddly appropriate companion to Yerushalmi, who writes in its after-
math. Both manifest an intense appreciation for what they respectively under-
stood as tradition. Both apprehend the defects of modern scholarly practices, par-
ticularly historiographical. And both opted to forge on in the midst of their fears.
Consequently, the two scholars are among the most intellectually compelling
critics of Jewish historicism in our century.

It is perhaps the quality of profound existential deliberation that explains the
wide popular acclaim for Zakhor. A long list of commentators has praised the
book in newspapers and academic journals, drawn not only by its learning but by
its "sad and strict reflections" on the |ewish condition.6T Some have pointed to
weaknesses in one or another of the chapters. Invariably, in a book of its small
size and considerable breadth, questions will remain unaddressed. For instance,
there is relatively little attention paid to the question of whether historicism was
itself a causal agent or merely symptomatic of the rupture of modernity. This
question is related to a larger question repeatedly raised in discussions ofZakhor:
did Yerushalmi overstate the gulf between history and memory in his analysis?
Perhaps the most significant critique of the book, the late Amos Funkenstein's
"Collective Memory and Historical Consciousness" in the first number of the
journal History and Memory, engages this very issue.68 In this essay, Funkenstein
proposes a third category, historical consciousness, to temper Yerushalmi's oppo-
sition between historiography and collective memory.

This is not the appropriate place to reprise Funkenstein's argument.6e But it is
important to note that his engagement-that of a great scholar whose intellec-
tual breadth matches Yerushalmi's-symbolizes what might bezakhor's most en-
during achievement: its role in inaugurating a major scholarly debate over the
relationship behveen history and memory. Within the field of Jewish history, this
debate has resulted in a new reflexivity on the part of scholars and, concomi-
tantly, in a new spate of works dealing with lewish historical consciousness and
historiography.T0 Even though it was published some fifteen yearc ago,Zakhor re-
mains the touchstone for this new literature and sensibility. A further sign of its
distinction is that the bookk influence has not been felt only in the United
States, where Yerushalmi has spent almost his entire academic career. It has also
received widespread exposure in Israel and in Europe, especially France, where
Yerushalmi regularly traveled in the rg8os and early r99os to teach and converse
with leading French intellectuals.

Beyondthe Rupture: Freud and tlrc [ewish Question

It has been a hallmark of Yosef Yerushalmi's historical research to draw out the
universal and the profound from the arcane, to render visible that which previ-
ously lay concealed from view. Moreover, he has repeatedly challenged conven-
tional scholarly assumptions without bitter polemic, all the while pushing toward
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Yerushalmi's Freud was not intent on disavowing his )ewish bonds of affilia-

tion in Moses and Monotheism. On the contrary, he was intent on examining the

source of ancient ludaism precisely in order to clarifr what gave Jews their dis-

tinctive character. His aim, thus, was historical, an approach that Yerushalmi

finds thoroughly unsurprising. After all, "[h]istoricism of one kind or another has

been a dominant characteristic of modern fewish thought since the early nine-

teenth century, while the 'historical' bent of psychoanalysis itself is, theoretically

and therapeutically, part ofits very essence."76

In assessing Freud's iourney into the ancient lewish past, Yerushalmi argues

that the great master possessed a far deeper and more varied knowledge of Jewish
l-ristory and culture than he let on. This knowledge sensitized him to the impor-

tance of tradition and the problem of its transmission, issues that occupied him
in Moses andMonotheism. Yerushalmi does not conclude from his close scrutiny

that Freud secretly believed in an unbroken chain of Jewish religious tradition.TT

He does, however, maintain that Freud believed in a process of identity transmis-

sion whose early stages were emphatically religious and whose later stages were

of an entirely different character. Indeed, Yerushalmi identifies in Freud a

Lamarckian instinct, a belief that )ewish group traits were passed on frorn gener-

ation to generation even as those traits were ouhvardly modified in response to

shifting circumstances. In particular, Yerushalmi suggests that Freud held to a

"psycho-Lamarckism" in which the group transmits collective memories "phylo-

genetically through the unconscious."T8

Freud's neo-Lamarckism was not, according to Yerushalmi, a mere analytic

schema. It was both an explanation and rationale for his own Jewishness. And in-

deed, it was lewishness, not Judaism, that served as the basis of Freud's own iden-

tity. The forn'rer, for Freud, "is interminable even if the latter be terminated."Te

Yerushalmi's Freud exemplified this interminability in the peculiarly modern

form of the Psychological Jew. While outwardly assimilated, Psychological Jews

Iay clairn to a nurlber of shared qualities: "[i]ntellectuality and independence of
mind, the highest ethical and moral standards, concern for social iustice, tenac-

ity in the face of persecution," and a deep sensitivity to antisemitism. Yerushalmi

insists that far from submitting to Jewish self-denial in the face of social Pressure,
Freud was a conscious and proud Jew ofthe psychological variety, "an exen'rplary

specimen of the genus ludaeus Psychologicus."s0

What is of particular interest to Yerushalmi is that the Psychological Jew is

both a product of and response to the forces of modernity that weaked such

havoc on fewish community and collective memory. And what is interesting to

us is that, at the point of rupture, Yerushalmi sees glimmers of hope' He conveys

this sense when he relates that, for him, "the abiding significance of Moses and

Monotheism" was to discover "the fiercely'godless lew'who emerges and persists

out of what seerns to be a final and irreparable rupture in the tradition." In fact,

Yerushalmi assures Frer-rd in the "Monologue" that "hardly you alone" struggle

to overcome this rupture.
There is something noble in Yerushalmi's Freud, a desperate desire to retain a
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link to an elusive and malleable ideal. That Yerushalmi identifies rvith this at-
tempt is manifest on every page of Freud's Moses. Contrary to popular opinion, he
reads Moses andMonotheism as a profoundly Jewish and modern book, as an elu-
cidation of the sources of Jewish identity through historical inquiry.Indeed, he ad-
mits that his "preoccupation" with Freud's book "arises out of a profound interest
in the various modalities of modern Jewish historicism, of that quest for the mean-
ing of Judaism and |ewish identity through an unprecedented reexamination of
the Jewish past which is itself the consequence of a radical break with that past."8r

Unlikely as it may seem, Freud serves as a model for a Jewish historian seek-

ing to lreal the rift in fewish collective mernory. In this respect, Freud's Moses of-
fers, in its own way, an important reply to Zakhor. The sense of despair over the
utility of the modern historical enterprise gives way to a more sanguine, though
tempered, sentiment. Yerushalmi had already sought to mitigate the sense of de-
spair prior to Freud's Moses, rnost notably in a r9B7 address entitled "Reflections
on Forgetting."s2 And yet it is in Freud's Moses that we witness the clearest articu-
lation of modern historiography's potential, albeit limited, to find meaning in the
wake of the "radical break with the past." And it is here, especially in the "Mono-
logue with Freud," that we are most exposed to Yerushalmi's own exister-rtial con-
cerns as a Jew.

As a whole, Yosef Yerushalmi's work illumines the richly complex and tension-
filled condition of the modern f ewish historian. In search of both historical truth
and spiritual meaning, the Jewish historian attempts to cross, with alternating
bouts of hubris and self-doubt, the bridge spanning the traditional and the mod-
ern. Rather tl'ran fall victim to the abyss of despair, the great historian skillfully
negotiates this bridge, always possessed of perspective and empathy. In his pro-
found meditations on Marranos and memory, ranging from Cardoso to Freud,
from Isaac Luria the kabbalist to Alexandr Luria the psychologist, Yosef
Yerushalmi integrates the historical and the spiritual with intellectual creativity
and ar-rdacity. He defines the condition of the modern Jewish historian by simul-
taneously analyzingand embodying the animating features of that condition.

And yetYosef Yerushalmi has never limited his concerns exclusively to Jewish
history, nor has he imagined that the implications of his work redound only to
Jews. His work transcends, quite deliberately, rigid lines of group identity or
scholarly method. In fact, it is perhaps the ultimate tribute to ascribe to him the
ability to merge the particular and the general, the work of the archival historian
and the profound thinker, the mind-set of the Jew and the human. In this regard,
Yerushalmi achieved or worked through that which (he laments) Freud could
not: the possibility "to lay to rest the false and insidious dichotomy between the
'parochial' and the 'universal,' that canard of the Enlightenment which became
and remains a major neurosis of modern fewish intellectuals."sr Challenging this
"false and insidious dichotomy" rnay well be the signal achieverrent to date in
the brilliant and accomplished career of Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi.
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